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Abstract—A suspended 400nm thin mono-crystalline ZY cut 

Lithium Niobate (LN) membrane with narrow interdigital 

electrodes (IDEs) on top having a pitch of the order of few microns 

excites standing shear bulk acoustic wave resonance (XBAR) 

within the membrane through lateral field excitation. Recently the 

first XBAR was simulated and demonstrated experimentally with 

a resonance frequency of 4800MHz having high electromechanical 

coupling of about 25% and loaded quality factor at resonance 

close to 500. 

This device lays the path to production of RF filters for 5G 

applications close to 5GHz with low losses and large bandwidth. 

This work aims to study behavior of the A1 XBAR mode and its 

higher order lateral harmonics (A1-3, A1-5...) as a function of 

thickness, pitch and material properties. They are studied with 

respect to design parameters in order to eliminate spurious modes 

close to the intended filter band, increase electromechanical 

coupling and establish guidelines for resonator design. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the increasing demand of higher frequencies for RF 

front end technologies, mainly for 5G smartphones, there is a 

need to develop filters for higher frequencies and large 

bandwidths. However, there are limitations to currently existing 

commercial solutions for frequency scaling. SAW devices are 

limited in frequency range (<3.5GHz [1]) and BAW devices in 

bandwidth due to low-moderate level of electro-mechanical 

coupling in AlN and, even in Sc doped AlN. Therefore, efforts 

have to be made to develop new types of resonators that can 

exceed the current limits of frequency and bandwidth. M. 

Kadota [2-5] proposed the use of the first-order asymmetric 

(A1) Lamb wave in sub-micrometre thin LiNbO3 membranes, 

which appeared specifically attractive because of its very high 

phase velocity and large electromechanical coupling enabling 

wide filter bandwidths. Initially, A1 Lamb wave resonators 

were built [4,5] on micro machined membrane of c-axis 

orientated epitaxial LiNbO3 thin film deposited by a chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD). The A1 Lamb mode was excited by 

the IDT with metallization coefficient close to 50%, common 

for SAW devices. These resonators exhibited 7.2% wide band 

at 4.5 GHz resonance frequency revealing the great potential of 

A1 mode in LiNbO3 and LiTaO3 substrates [5]. This 

pioneering work exploited a difficult fabrication technology 

and until recently was not suitable for mass production.  

The recent development of the bonded piezoelectric wafer 

technology has changed the situation and has opened a path for 

micromachining of high performance resonators employing 

LiNbO3 single crystalline thin-membranes [6]. It was found 

that in an electrode structure with small metallization ratio m/p 

<<0.5 the standing wave resonances corresponding to the onset 

frequency of A1 mode are excited between electrodes without 

significant propagation of acoustic energy along the platelet. 

These resonances demonstrate strong piezo-coupling and high 

Q-factor.  The pure response with low impedance at resonance 

(of the order of 1 Ohm) and the resonator static capacitance 

corresponding to about 50j Ohms, necessary for filter design 

was easily obtained. The device has a structure visually similar 

to SAW resonator, although the “IDT” excites standing 

“vertical” thickness vibrations. Contrary to piezo-MEMs [7], 

the device does not need anchors and can exploit many 

hundreds of electrodes. 

Such laterally eXcited Bulk Acoustic Resonator (XBAR) 

based on suspended thin film monocrystalline ZY cut Lithium 

Niobate platelet was presented recently in [6], including 

experimental data. This resonator consists of a suspended LN 

platelet (400nm thick) with Aluminium IDTs (100nm thick) on 

top that create an alternating lateral electric field parallel to the 

Y-crystallographic axis to excite vertical shear vibration  A1 

mode within the platelet. In a free platelet without electrode this 

mode would correspond to the onset of anti-symmetric Lamb 

Mode A1.  This is the main mode of resonance at 4.8GHz with 

large electromechanical coupling (25%) and potentially high Q 



(currently 400-500) as shown in Fig.1. Clearly it shows good 

promise in design of ultra wideband 5G filters as demonstrated 

in [8].  

Fig. 1.  a) Schematic of XBAR with suspended Lithium Niboate membrane 

and Alumnium electrodes on top obtained from backside etching of Si and 
SiO2. b) Admittance curve from 2D periodic simulation of XBAR with pitch 

3μm, mark 500nm and Aluminium electrode thickness of 100nm indicating 
main XBAR mode and spurious modes. 

The third frequency harmonic of the main mode also exists 

(not shown in Fig.1) and has parameters promising for design of 

resonators and filters operating at 15 GHz, albeit with rather 

narrow passband. 

Although, A1 shear mode is expected to be mainly thickness 
defined, we observe both by simulations and experimentally - a 
secondary dependence on pitch p, similar to the Lamb mode A1 
in a free platelet. There are also appearances of higher order 
harmonics of Lamb waves in the horizontal direction (A0, S0, 
A1-3, A1-5..). The horizontal A1-3 harmonic is close to the right 
of Anti-Resonance for larger pitches and potentially poses a 
problem for filter design. Therefore, it is essential to quantify the 
parameters that influence relative position of A1-3 to A1 mode 
to eliminate or push the A1-3 mode out of filter pass band.  

II. CHARACTERISTIC OF XBAR MODES 

On excitation with a lateral electric field in the crystalline Y 
direction, due to the e24 piezoelectric co-efficient in LN, standing 
A1 Lamb shear modes are excited in the ZY plane as shown in 
inset Fig. 1 b). Such a mode in a free platelet is thickness 
dependent (𝑑 = 𝜆/2) and confined in the Z direction. 

2D periodic and finite structure simulations were performed 

in Comsol. The model has been validated by using our 2D and 

3D software Layers [9], and comparison with experimental 

results. We found at least three types of parasitic modes in the 

structure: horizontal harmonics of the main A1 mode (A1_n), 

propagating modes, such as higher order A0 and S0 as shown in 

Fig.1.a) and transverse oscillations in aperture direction. Here 

we mainly concentrate on A1-3,S0 and A0 modes as potentially 

most damaging for filter design. (Fig.1b)).  

A. Effect of Pitch 

For a given thickness of LN platelet and Al electrodes we 
observe an effect of pitch on the resonance frequency, similar to 
Lamb Mode A1 with the wavelength 2p near the onset 
frequency. This is due to change in acoustic impedance between 
the free piezoelectric region and metallized region, but also due 
to imposed spatial periodicity in the horizontal direction. This 
gives a degree of freedom for shifting resonance frequency of 
the XBAR for filter design. The dependence of A1 Lamb mode 
on pitch was simulated and results are shown in Fig 2 a). The 
presence of a periodicity in the lateral Y direction and non-
uniform electric field, also create higher order modes in the 
lateral direction such as A1-3, A1-5 modes as shown in Fig.1b). 
The parabolic-type frequency of horizontal harmonics is clearly 
seen, with the A1-3 exhibiting stronger dependence on the pitch 
p as it gets excited with wavenumber of 3K0=3π/p. The 
frequency difference between both modes shows significant 
increase for pitches below 3µm, while saturates at large pitches. 

As seen in Fig.2a), reducing pitch increased the distance 
between A1-1 and A1-3 modes and a low enough pitch (2.5μm) 
pushes spurious mode out of region of the required band as 
shown in Fig.3. It should be noted that there is a trade-off 
between pitch and electromechanical coupling as shown in 
Fig.2b). 

Fig. 2. a) Resonance frequency of A11 and A13 mode as a function of pitch. 
b) Electromechanical coupling vs pitch for A1 mode  

 

 



Fig. 3. Simulated admitance curves for devices with lower pitch where A13 

mode is pushed about 500MHz beyond R-a-R distance. 

B. Effect of Metallization 

Metallization or mark to pitch ratio for the standard design 

shown in Fig 1b) is approximately 17% with a pitch of 3μm and 

electrode width of 500nm. Increasing mark for fixed pitch 

platelet thickness increases electromechanical coupling as 

shown in Fig.4a) and also makes fabrication of wider electrodes 

easier. However, increasing mark further increases acoustic 

impedance mismatch and therefore introduces more spurious 

modes. The electrode thickness is fixed to 100nm. 

For the A1-3 spurious mode, it is observed that a value of 

metallization (~25%) exists for which the A13 mode is 

supressed. Fig.5a) shows the parabolic behaviour of absolute 

maximum admittance of the A1-3 mode as a function of 

metallization. At metallization of 25%, no A1-3 mode is 

observed and only the value of background admittance is plotted 

as shown in the red curve in Fig.5b). However, magnitude of S0 

and A0 spurious modes in the pass band increases as shown in 

Fig. 5b) and needs to be optimized. 

Fig. 4. Influence of metallization on frequency and electromechanical 

coupling of main XBAR mode. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. a) Influence of Metallization on A13 mode. A13 mode disappears at 

25% metallization. b) Admiitance curves plotted for 3 values showing reduction 
of A1-3 mode and increase in S0 and A0 spurious modes. Red curve shown no 

A13 mode. 

C. Effect of Mass Loading 

As evident from section II A and B, the metal electrodes have 

a significant effect on the resonance. As a test, simulation results 

were compared between a periodic XBAR resonator with 

electrodes floating at a distance of 100nm above the LN surface 

and standard periodic resonator with aluminium electrodes of 

This shows that mass loading due to metal reduces XBAR 

frequency and at the same time reduces distance between A1-1 

and A1-3 modes. 500nm width and 100nm thickness as shown 

in Fig.6. 

D. Effect of LN platelet thickness 

Fig.7 shows effect of thickness on frequency and coupling 
for fixed electrode geometry. Simulations results show an 
almost 1/d relation with frequency with a perturbation due to 
pitch. Fig.7b) also shows influence of thickness on 
eletromechanical coupling. The reduction of kt2 is a result of 
increased non-uniformity in distribution of lateral electric field. 
As a result, XBAR is more relevant for higher frequency 
applications with small platelet thickness. 

 

 

 



Fig. 6. Influence of mass loading on main XBAR mode 

Fig. 7. Influence of Lithium Niobate mebrane thickness on frequency and 

electromechanical coupling. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

This work shows the effect of design parameters on main 

XBAR mode for optimization in filter design for future RF front 

end applications. Although the main resonance frequency is 

mainly thickness defined, we still have freedom to tune the 

frequency with pitch. In some cases, it can be sufficient to obtain 

the frequency shift between series and shunt resonator without 

needing an oxide over layer. Analysis of dispersion curves show 

that resonance frequency with respect to pitch dependent 

wavenumber (π/p) do not follow a parabolic relation for very 

large p, as it would be expected for the Lamb A1 mode. This can 

be attributed to the non-parabolic behaviour of slowness curves 

of ZY cut LN for near- vertical propagation of the shear waves. 

Another reason can be increasing non-uniformity of electric 

field for very large pitch. 

Applying the above effects of design dependence, high FoM 

of resonator with clean spectrum can be achieved. XBAR filters 

with large bandwidth above 10% at 4.8GHz and low insertion 

loss close to 1.4dB have been experimentally demonstrated and 

show strong promise in 5G application. With careful choice of 

the structure geometry further enhance XBAR filter 

performance looks possible. 
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